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Sometimes the shortest distance 

between two points is a winding 

path walked arm in arm. ~ 

 

Robert Brault, rbrault.blogspot.com 

 

How to reach us 

Americare Lodges 

6870 Schultz Drive N.E. 

Remer, MN. 

56672 

218-566-4722 

www.americarelodges.com 

General Manager 

Maureen Swentkofske 

E-mail 

maureenswentkofske@amer

icarelodges.com 

Jeanne Kuhn RN.BSN  

 

We are on the web@ 

www.americarelodges.com 

 

 

Class F Home care provider 

with services 
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February  

Birthstone-Amethyst Colors-Yellow & light blue, Flowers:  

Violet 

“Surely as cometh the winter, I know 

there are spring violets under the snow."  
 -  R. H. Newell 

“Away in a meadow all covered with snow, the little 

groundhog looks for his shadow. The clouds in the sky 

determine our fate, if winter will leave us all early or 

late.” Don Halley Image by Bing    Groundhogs day February 2nd 

National Wear Red Day® 

National wear red day is February 6th. This event is held every 

year on the first Friday in February and is designed to bring 

attention and awareness to heart disease and its impact on 

women. Goforwomen.org is a web page that has information about 

this cause. The symbol for the National Red Day is a red dress. 

Presidents Day: …February 16th  

Ash Wednesday February 18th: 

Lent is the period of approximately six weeks from Ash 

Wednesday to Easter, and observed by many Christian churches 

by fasting, meditation, penitence, and prayer to commemorate 

Jesus’ fasting in the wilderness for 40 days. The dates of Lent 

change each year because the date of Easter changes each year. 

The date of Easter is determined by when the first Sunday after 

the first full moon occurs on or after March 21st. In 2015, Ash 

Wednesday is on February 18th and Easter is on April 5th. 
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Pastor Visit dates in February:  

February 4th  

Pastor Bill of the Northland Alliance Church 

February 11th 

Pastor Bruce from the Congregational Church of Remer 

February 25th  

Pastor Jay of the Harvest Church of God  

February 18th  

Pastor Dale of Bethany Evangelical Lutheran Church 

February 26th   

Father Keith St. Paul’s Catholic Church  

Exercise Class: …..   Tuesdays and Thursdays 10:00 AM 

Ladies Bible Study Group: … with Laurie Thursdays at 1:00 pm. 

Foot Spa Day: ….with Shirley Wednesday February 11th   

Tuesday Afternoon at the Movies: …Tuesday’s 1:00PM 

 

 

Valentine’s Day luncheon February 14th:  

A Sweetheart of a luncheon is planned, 

involving Chocolates and surprises! 

Mardi Gras Party: 

February 17th: Fat Tuesday, the last day to 

splurge before Lent begins. Wear some 

beads, a mask and enjoy! 
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A sunny afternoon…… 

 A little rest… 

 

 

 

 

….A little 

Gospel…. 

 

 

 

 

…..A little 

Bingo… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 …Spells “it’s a good life 

 At Americare Lodge!” 
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Children’s thoughts about what love is. 

“Love is when you go out to eat and give someone else 

most of your French fries without making them give you 

any of theirs.”-Chrissy age 6 

“I know my older sister loves me because she gives me 

all her old clothes and has to go out and buy new.”-Lauren 

age 4 

“Love is when a puppy licks your face even after you left 

him alone all day.”-Mary Anne age 4 

 

“Love is when you tell a guy you like his shirt and he 

wears it everyday.”-Noelle age 7 

 

“Love is when a girl puts on perfume and a boy puts on 

shaving cologne and they go out and smell each other-Karl 

age 5 

 

“Love is what makes you smile when you are tired.” Terri 

age 4 

“Love is like a little old woman and a little old man who 

are still friends even after they know each other so 

well.” 

Tommy age 6 
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VISUAL CONCERNS         Creative Forecasting 

The terms “low vision” and “vision impairment” are defined as 
the inability to see clearly even when wearing eyeglasses or 
contact lenses. Along with normal aging vision changes, which 
usually can be corrected, the four most common age related 

eye diseases are macular degeneration, glaucoma, cataracts, and diabetic 
retinopathy. 

Macular Degeneration is damage or breakdown of the macula. The 
macula is the part of the retina which allows people to see details. It is the 
small spot near the middle of the retina which is responsible for the central 
part of what we see. The retina is at the back of the eye and is made up of 
cells that are sensitive to light; Macular degeneration is a common cause 
for vision loss for people over the age of 60. 

Macular degeneration occurs in two forms, dry and wet. Dry effects 90% of 
those with the disease, and its cause is unknown. Central vision in the 
effected eye (it usually occurs in just one eye at first) is gradually lost as the 
years go by. The eye may still have good side vision, but blank spots 
appear in the center. Wet accounts for only 10% of people; however, it 
accounts for 90% of all blindness from the disease.  

Macular degeneration makes reading, sewing, or seeing faces difficult. 
Other symptoms noted may include the dimming of color vision, difficulty in 
judging heights and distances and difficulty with tasks such as pouring 
coffee. 

Glaucoma, a leading cause of blindness, is a group of eye diseases that 
gradually steals sight without warning and often without symptoms. It 
destroys side or peripheral vision, leaving “tunnel vision.” The loss of vision 
is caused by damage to the optic nerve. The nerve acts like an electrical 
cable with over a million wires and is responsible for carrying the images 
we see to the brain. While everyone is at risk for glaucoma, older people 
are at a higher risk. Glaucoma is not curable, but it is manageable with 
medication or surgery. While these interventions can further halt the loss of 
vision, glaucoma is a chronic disease that must be treated for life. 
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Low vision from Glaucoma causes problems with glare, lighting and 
contrast. It also can mean that the person has lost his peripheral or side 
vision which puts him at risk for falls. 

Cataracts are cloudy areas in the eyes’ lens and are the most common 
type of eye disease related to aging. The lens is made mostly of water and 
protein. The protein is arranged to let light pass through and focus on the 
retina. Sometimes, some of the protein clumps together and clouds a small 
area of the lens. While scientists do not know what causes cataracts, they 
think smoking and diabetes may be risk factors. A cataract won’t spread 
from one eye to another, although many people develop them in both eyes. 
The most common symptoms are cloudy or blurry vision. 

Diabetic Retinopathy is a potentially blinding complication if diabetes that 
damages the eyes’ retina. Diabetes damages the tiny blood vessels in the 
retina which can lead to a condition called macular edema. As the disease 
progresses it enters its advanced or prolific stage; ultimately without 
treatment destroying the retina. Early intervention is very important in 
reducing vision loss from this disease.  

          

Laundry Word Scramble match the words 

 NIOR        CLOTHESPIN 

 REPO        DETERGENT 

 DRRYE       WASHER 

 OUTHS       BOUNCE 

 DYWON       HAMPER 

 BTEAKS       HANGER 

 HBLCAE       BLEACH 

 HNREAG       BASKET 

 RHEAMP       DOWNY 

 EBCONU       SHOUT 

 WRAESH       DRYER 

 TTDNEEGRE      ROPE 

 NCIELPOSTH      IRON 
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A teenage girl is telling her mother how everything is going wrong, 

she’s failing algebra, her boyfriend broke up with her, and her 

best friend is moving away. 

Meanwhile her mother is baking a cake and asks her daughter if 

she would like a snack, and the daughter says, “Sure Mom! I love 

your cake.”  

“Here have some cooking oil,” her Mother offers. 

“GROSS!” says the daughter. 

“How about a couple of raw eggs?” 

“Mo-m!” 

“Would you like some flour then? Or maybe 

baking soda?” 

“Mom, those are all yucky!” 

To which the mother replies. “Yes, all those things seem bad all 

by themselves, but when they are put together the right way, they 

make a delicious cake!” 

God works the same way. Many times we wonder why He would 

let us go through such bad and difficult times. But God knows that 

when He puts all these things in His order, they always work for 

good! We just have to trust Him and eventually they will all make 

something wonderful! 

God is crazy about you. He sends you flowers every spring and a 

sunrise every morning. Whenever you want to talk, He will listen. 

He can live anywhere in the universe and he chose your heart. 

I hope your day is a “piece of cake!” 

 

 

 


